We investigate the effects produced by the three-momentum scale mΛ QCD in the strong coupling regime of heavy quarkonium. We compute the leading non-vanishing contributions due to this scale to the masses and inclusive decay widths. We find that they may provide leading corrections to the S-wave decay widths but only subleading corrections to the masses.
Introduction
Heavy quarkonium is characterized by the small relative velocity v of the heavy quarks in their centre-of-mass frame. This small parameter produces a hierarchy of widely separated scales once multiplied by the mass m of the heavy particle: m (hard), mv (soft), mv 2 (ultrasoft), . . .. In general, we have E ∼ mv 2 ≪ p ∼ mv ≪ m, where E is the binding energy and p the relative three momentum.
It is usually believed that for most of the heavy quarkonium states a weak coupling analysis is not reliable. However, one can still exploit the hierarchy of scales in the problem [1] . It was argued in [2, 3] that in the particular case Λ QCD ≫ mv 2 , which we will be concerned with in this letter, it is possible to encode all the relevant information of QCD in an effective Schrödinger-like description of these systems. The problem then reduces to calculating the potentials from QCD. It has been shown in [3] how to systematically calculate the potentials within a 1/m expansion (see [4] for earlier calculations).
Once the methodology to compute the potentials within a 1/m expansion has been developed, the next question appears naturally: at which extent one can compute the full potential within a 1/m expansion in the case Λ QCD ≫ mv 2 . 1 We tackle this issue in this paper. We will see that, indeed, new non-analytical terms arise due to the three momentum scale mΛ QCD . These terms can be incorporated into local potentials (δ 3 (r) and derivatives of it) and scale as half-integer powers of 1/m. Moreover, we show that it is possible to factorize these effects in a model independent way and compute them within a systematic expansion in some small parameters.
As mentioned before, these terms are due to the existence of degrees of freedom, namely the quark-antiquark pair, with relative three momentum of order mΛ QCD . The on-shell energy of these degrees of freedom is of O(Λ QCD ), i.e. the same energy scale that is integrated out when computing the standard 1/m potentials, which corresponds to integrating out (offshell) quark-antiquark pairs of three momentum of order Λ QCD . Therefore, in principle, both degrees of freedom should be integrated out at the same time.
In this letter, under the general condition Λ QCD ≫ mv 2 , we will perform the analysis in two possible cases: 1) in Sec. 2 we will consider the particular case mv ≫ Λ QCD ;
2) in Sec. 3 the general case Λ QCD < ∼ mv.
Note that the scale mΛ QCD fulfils mΛ QCD ≫ mv and mΛ QCD ≫ Λ QCD . From the last 1 In fact, there is at least one example where powers of √ m arise upon integrating out some non-relativistic degrees of freedom [5] .
inequality it follows that at this scale we always are in the weak coupling regime.
Case mv ≫ Λ QCD
In the case mv ≫ Λ QCD , all quarks and gluons with energy much larger than Λ QCD (in particular gluons with energy and momentum of order mΛ QCD and mv) may be integrated out from NRQCD using weak coupling techniques. This leads to the EFT called pNRQCD ′ in [6, 7] (formerly called pNRQCD in [8, 2] ). This EFT contains, as explicit degrees of freedom, gluons with energy and momentum smaller than mv and quarks with energy smaller than mv and momentum smaller than m. Quarks may be arranged in quark-antiquark singlet S = S1 l c / √ N c and octet
then reads (R is the centre-of-mass coordinate and r the relative coordinate) [2] :
where
and L g stays for the Lagrangian density of gluons and light quarks. The potentials V = {V s , V o } contain real and imaginary parts. The real part, which at leading order is the Coulomb potential V (0) , has been calculated by different authors over the past years [9] . The imaginary part has been calculated in [6, 7] . It consists of local potentials (δ 3 (r) and derivatives of it). The imaginary coefficients come from the imaginary parts of the four-fermion matching coefficients of NRQCD [1] .
The next energy scale to be integrated out is Λ QCD . This means integrating out all quarks and gluons of energy or kinetic energy of order Λ QCD . The contributions due to (off shell) heavy quarks of energy ∼ Λ QCD and three momentum of order mv or smaller (i.e. of order Λ QCD ) are easily singled out by performing an expansion of the incoming and outgoing bound-state energies h s and h o over Λ QCD in the matching calculation. This ensures that the quark kinetic energy is much smaller than Λ QCD and, therefore, that the quark three-momenta are much smaller than mΛ QCD . This expansion only produces terms that are analytical in 1/m [6, 7] .
The contributions due to heavy quarks of three momentum of order mΛ QCD may be obtained as follows. We split the singlet and octet fields of the pNRQCD ′ Lagrangian into two fields:
where the semi-hard fields S sh and O The potentials are labeled according to the relative momenta that they connect:
The expressions for L 
respectively. Recall that the gluons left dynamical are of O(Λ QCD ) and that analytical terms in r do not mix semi-hard and potential fields. Therefore, the multipole expansion in (1) is an expansion with respect to either the scale r
Throughout the paper we will also assume that
which implies that the Coulomb potentials in V p,sh , V sh,p and V sh,sh can be expanded about the kinetic energy and no Coulomb resummation is needed. This is not so for V p,p .
The leading contribution to the real part of L mixing comes from the mixing of S sh with S p and O a sh with O a p due to the Coulomb potential. As an example, consider the real part of the singlet-mixing term due to the static Coulomb potential. It is given by
In order to avoid a cumbersome notation we have dropped the upper-index p, sh from V
s (r). In fact, any potential between fields labeled by a, b = p, sh always has upper-indices a, b. Hence, dropping the upper-indices shall not lead to ambiguities. In the second line of Eq. (5), a Fourier transform of all the fields has been performed, and in the third one, we have expanded around p ∼ 0 in the potential, since, by definition, p ∼ mv ≪ p ′ ∼ mΛ QCD . Doing so in the loops that will appear in the matching computation guarantees that only the scale mΛ QCD is integrated out. Alternatively, one may consider S † p (R, r) slowly varying in r and multipole expand it about r = 0, which brings us directly from the first to the last line of Eq. (5) . At the order of interest we have V
Analogous results hold for the real part of the octet-mixing term due to the static Coulomb potential:
where the trace is over the colour indices, the mixing potential is V
The leading contribution to the imaginary part of L mixing can be immediately read off from the imaginary delta-type potentials calculated in [7] :
The matching coefficients f are the matching coefficients of the four-fermion operators in NRQCD and may be read off from Ref. [1] .
Matching
The next step is to integrate out from pNRQCD ′ all fluctuations that appear at the energy scale Λ QCD . These are light quarks and gluons of energy or three momentum of order Λ QCD , and singlet and octet fields of energy of order Λ QCD or three momentum of order mΛ QCD . We will be left with pNRQCD, where only a singlet field describing a quark-antiquark pair of energy mv 2 and relative three-momentum mv is dynamical 2 :
pN RQCD is defined as the part of the pNRQCD Lagrangian obtained by integrating out quarks and gluons of energy and three-momentum of order Λ QCD in L p pN RQCD ′ only. It is analytical in 1/m and has been considered before in [2, 7] . Here we will calculate the leading part of L 1/ √ m pN RQCD , which is defined as the part of the pNRQCD Lagrangian obtained by integrating out quark-antiquark pairs of three-momentum mΛ QCD in L pN RQCD ′ in addition to the above degrees of freedom. In general, it is non analytical in 1/m, and, at leading order, it consists of a new local (delta-type) potential.
The four diagrams of pNRQCD ′ contributing to δV 1/ √ m at leading (non-vanishing) order in the multipole expansion. Open and full circles indicate octet and singlet potential insertions coming from the mixing terms respectively. These are treated according to Eq. (5). The upper-scripts P and SH on a propagator indicate that the propagating fields are of the potential and semi-hard type respectively. The circle with a cross indicates the vertex S † r · E O (or Hermitian conjugate), where the quark fields are both either potential or semi-hard. The gluon line stands for non-perturbative multi-gluon exchanges.
The matching condition for the full δV = δV 1/m + δV 1/ √ m at leading (non-vanishing) order in the multipole expansion is
The above matching equation should be understood (even if written at the operator level) 6 with incoming (outcoming) momenta and energy E of O(mv) and O(mv 2 ) respectively. The typical size of the time variable in the integral is given by the vacuum expectation value of the chromoelectric correlator and hence t ∼ 1/Λ QCD . The separation between potential and semi-hard relative three-momenta discussed above can be easily implemented in the rhs of Eq. (13) [2, 7] . The V p,p potential cannot be expanded in the potential region. The size of the three-momenta in the semi-hard regions is of O( mΛ QCD ). Several approximations apply: The leading contributions to δV 1/ √ m have been depicted in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1a corresponds to
Fig. 1b corresponds to 
and, finally, Fig. 1d corresponds to
The potential δV contains a real and an imaginary part. The real part contributes to the heavy quarkonium spectrum, the imaginary one to the inclusive decay width.
Corrections to the spectrum
The four diagrams that give the leading contribution to Re δV Re δV
where in the first equality we have used the definition of E n that one may find in Ref. [7] and in the last equality we have written the chromoelectric correlator in Euclidean space (traces as well as suitable Schwinger lines connecting the gluon fields are understood):
Eq. (18) gives a contribution to the energy of O
Corrections to the decay width
The four diagrams that give the leading contribution to Im δV 1/ √ m are shown in Fig. 2 . These can be derived from the diagrams of Fig. 1 by replacing one of the potentials by a Coulomb potential and the second potential with the imaginary delta potential of Eq. (7). The graph with two potentials inside the gluonic loop as well as graphs involving the octet delta potential (∼ K o δ 3 (r)/m 2 ) do not contribute to Im δV as a delta potential (although they do as derivatives of a delta potential, which are subleading). We obtain
where in the last equality we have written the chromoelectric correlator in Euclidean space.
The above correction gives a contribution to the decay width suppressed by a factor of
 with respect to the leading contribution. A similar analysis can be done for the P -wave decays. The leading effect would be in that case at least O(mα s / mΛ QCD ) suppressed with respect to the leading contribution computed in [6] .
Here we will follow the same procedure as in the previous section. In this case, however, the starting point is the NRQCD Lagrangian. We split the quark (antiquark) field into two: a semi-hard field for the (three-momentum) fluctuations of O( mΛ QCD ), ψ sh (χ sh ), and a potential field for the (three-momentum) fluctuations of O(mv), ψ p (χ p ):
The NRQCD Lagrangian then reads
The Lagrangians L sh N RQCD and L p N RQCD are identical to the NRQCD Lagrangian expressed in terms of semi-hard and potential fields respectively. The quantity L g is the QCD Lagrangian for gluons and light quarks. For L sh N RQCD we can use weak coupling techniques. Therefore, we can construct a pNRQCD ′ Lagrangian for it, once gluons and quarks of energy or three momentum of O( mΛ QCD ) have been integrated out and transformed into potentials:
If we further project to the quark-antiquark sector, the Lagrangian L sh pN RQCD ′ will formally read equal to Eq. (1) We consider now L mixing . We will assume, as in Sec. 2, that the condition (4) holds. This will allow us to treat the Coulomb potential as a perturbation at the semi-hard scale. The leading order contribution to the real part of L mixing comes from the one-Coulomb exchange graph (see Fig. 3 ):
The potentials V 
A practical way to obtain Re L (1) mixing is by expanding the Coulomb potential in Fig. 3 at higher order in p/p ′ and promoting the conventional derivatives acting on the potential fields to covariant ones. A proper tree-level matching in coordinate space can be done using the field redefinitions of Ref. [8] for the semi-hard fields projected to the two particle sector and multipole expanding the potential fields. The leading contribution to the imaginary part of L mixing is analogous to the one given by Eq. (7):
Note that the potential fields always appear as local currents in L mixing . Finally, the effective field theory that we obtain, at the order of interest, is given by
where L g contains now gluons and light quarks of energy and momentum much smaller than mΛ QCD .
Matching
As in section (2.1), we now want to integrate out degrees of freedom of O(Λ QCD ). We will be left with an EFT, pNRQCD, where only a singlet field describing a quark-antiquark pair of energy mv 2 and relative three momentum mv is dynamical:
The quantity L 1/m pN RQCD is obtained by integrating out quarks and gluons of energy and three momentum of order Λ QCD in L p N RQCD . It is analytical in 1/m and has been considered before in [3, 6, 7] . Here we will calculate the leading part of L 
The matching calculation for δV 1/ √ m is analogous to the computation of the previous section supplemented with the technology developed in Refs. [3, 6, 7] . The leading contribution is given by the four diagrams shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4a corresponds to (according to the notation of Ref. [3] ) 
Fig. 4b corresponds to
Fig. 4c corresponds to
Finally, Fig. 4d gives
In the above equations H stands for the NRQCD Hamiltonian in the static limit and |0; r
is the gluonic piece of the ground state of NRQCD in the static limit. We refer to [3, 7] By summing up all the contributions, we obtain the same result as in Sec. 2:
This is not a coincidence. Note first that the diagram in Fig. 4d is identical to the one in Fig. 1d . The remaining diagrams in Fig. 4 also have a mapping to the corresponding ones of Fig. 1 , if we substitute the square box in the former by a round box linked to an open circle through an octet propagator. This mapping can be made rigorous from the following equality (where {|n (0) } is the gluonic term of a complete set of eigenstates of the static NRQCD Hamiltonian, and E (0) n the corresponding eigenvalues [3, 7] ):
where in the last line we have also made use of the fact that in the limit
The neglected terms, generically denoted with dots, do not give delta-type contributions to the potentials. From Eq. (37) it follows that the calculation of the diagrams of Fig. 4a, Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c reduces to that one of the diagrams of Fig. 1a , Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c 
Here, as well, an analysis for the P -wave decays could be done. We can easily estimate that the leading effects would be at least O(mα s / mΛ QCD ) suppressed with respect to the contributions computed in [6] .
where O(1/m) stands for corrections (which may be of the same size) that can be computed within the 1/m expansion (see [7] ) and for higher-order corrections.
Let us comment on the size of the new corrections. For the spectrum they are always smaller than mv 3 and therefore subleading with respect those calculated in [3] . For the S-wave decay widths their relative size with respect the corrections computed in [7] depends on the size of α s ( mΛ QCD ). Under some circumstances, for instance α s ∼ v, the contributions calculated here are the dominant ones. In any case, the above results fulfil the same factorization properties as those obtained in [7] . As a consequence, equations like those given in Sec. VII of Ref. [7] still hold. Let us also note that the same non-perturbative correlator appears in both electromagnetic and hadronic decays.
In this paper we have assumed that the scale mΛ QCD is much larger than mα s . Otherwise we are not allowed to treat the Coulomb potential as a perturbation at that scale. This may not be the case for the Υ system where one seems to be in the situation Λ QCD ∼ mα 2 s , which implies mΛ QCD ∼ mα s . In this case, one should integrate out the three-momentum scale mα s at the same time as the scale mΛ QCD . The calculations presented here should be modified by using the full Coulomb propagators instead of the free ones in the semi-hard regions. In addition extra contributions may arise, which are only due to the three-momentum scale mα s . We do not deal with this issue in this paper, which, however, deserves further studies.
